PADMA SESHADRI BALA BHAVAN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KKN

STD ONE
VIRTUAL TOUR – KASHMIR ON 21.09.22
Virtual tour is a digital solution that lets us explore a location or a place
without having to visit it in person.
Our virtual trip to Kashmir was even more special as it was combined with
the Navarathri celebration.
The preparations began almost two weeks in advance, devising the action
plan, allocating the topics for the classes, preparing the dance steps,
finalising pictures to be displayed on the power point, follow-up activity, so
on and so forth!
On the day of the programme, the students were assembled in the KG hall.
Mrs.Vijayalakshmi Mahalingam, Advisor Primary and a co-teacher from
PSBB, T.Nagar graced the occasion.
The show began with students’ speeches about the different aspects of
Kashmir that include the location, places of visit, unique handicrafts,
cuisine, dresses, dance forms and the different festivals celebrated.
Pictures supporting the different topics were then displayed in the golu
thereby integrating the theme of Kashmir with the Navaratri celebration.
Following the talk show, was a cultural programme for Navaratri, wherein
a student recited a sloka on the goddess and another presented a song.
The finale show was a feast to our eyes with students dressed in vibrant red
Kashmiri attire presenting traditional dance movements of Kashmir.
The food platter on display was an integration of North and South that
included a few delicacies of Kashmir like the Kashmiri pulao, dum aloo
masala and rajma sabji along with our traditional kheer and sundal.
The colourful pictures on the powerpoint supported the proceedings of the
show.

Every show must and will have a learning for the students. As suggested by
Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Mahalingam, students spoke about the topics related to
Kashmir once gain in each and every classroom to reinforce the same.
Students were also encouraged to write a few lines and draw about their
virtual visit to Kashmir.
A virtual, yet a memorable trip to Kashmir came to an end with the tulipmaking activity that transformed the corridors into colourful tulip gardens.
The day in Std One, reverberated the spirit of Kashmir in all its essence!
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POST ACTIVITY – MAKING TULIP GARDEN

